Bond is the basic property that enables a successful strengthening of concrete structures with CFRP plates. In order to find an appropriate way to investigate arbitrary bond situations some micromechanical considerations are presented first. With transparent models it is possible to derive the hardening behaviour "at low load" and the softening behaviour "at high load". The latter situation is characterized by the presence of a crack which has a weakening effect. The simplest way to idealize these findings is a bilinear stress-slip relationship. With this tool bond problems can be treated mathematically. In the case of anchorage capacity considerations some simple but very useful formulas can be derived. Finally, a good agreement between theoretical and experimental results can be found.
INTRODUCTION
The application of externally bonded steel plates for the strengthening of reinforced concrete structures was already widespread in the 1970s. In the 80s and 90s research projects aimed at establishing the use of carbon fibre-reinforced plastic plates for the same purpose. Since then, this strengthening method has been used even more often and today many applications can be found.
The interaction between the components concrete and plate reinforcement requires the presence of a sufficient bond which enables the transfer of forces. In many practical cases, the existence of this property is considered as given and no further investigations are performed. In fact, there are only few scientifically established but applicable approaches which help to treat this question 1 .
In order to characterize the bond properties a stress-slip relationship can be used. When the curve is simple but still sufficiently considers the real behaviour it can be used as a powerful tool for a variety of bond considerations.
BOND ANALYSIS

"Bond at low load"
Basics Figure 1 (a) displays a CFRP plate-concrete bond situation "at low load". A slip displacement, s l , of the two elements is possible due to shear deformations in the adhesive layer. 
Assumptions
The shear deformations are considered to be concentrated in the adhesive layer only. The corresponding shear stress-shear strain relationship is given in Figure 1(b) . A continuous increase of the load will cause the sudden development of a crack in the weakest element, i.e. in the concrete body. When this occurs the bond situation turns into that of "bond at high load".
Modelling
With the diagram in Figure 1 (b) the slip, s l , can be determined according to Eq. (1). A crack in the concrete body will start to grow when the shear stress τ l0 is achieved. This stress is related to the concrete shear strength, f cτ , which can be estimated with the modified Coulomb failure criterion 2 in Figure 1 (c). With Eq. (2) it is possible to consider the fact that τ l0 is focused on one particular location and therefore generally will be slightly higher than f cτ or f ct , respectively. (1)
"Bond at high load"
Basics
In Figure 2 (a) a longitudinal section through a CFRP plate-strengthened concrete beam is given. A crack plane has separated the plate from the body, therefore the situation can be considered as "bond at high load". Apparently the increase of the slip, s l , also requires an increase of the crack width, w r . In order to model the geometry of this process a simple assumption appears to be appropriate: the displacement of the crack faces is governed by an inclined opening where the angle α is the decisive parameter. For compatibility reasons the aggregate particles cause local abrasion effects in the matrix of the opposite crack face. This aggregate interlock mechanism enables the transfer of bond forces across the crack plane.
The analysis of aggregate interlock mechanisms was investigated by Walraven 3 . He established a closed-form mathematical model which he used to determine bond stresses in specimens which were subjected to pure shear load. In the case of the present considerations the displacement process is different, so that the Walraven theory must be modified in order to find an appropriate bond stress model.
Assumptions
The concrete body consists of perfectly spherical aggregate particles which are embedded in a cement matrix. The aggregate ratio, ρ a , is defined according to Eq. (3) and the distribution of the diameters is described by the Fuller function, Eq. (4).
The abrasion of the matrix causes normal and shear stresses, σ mu and τ mu , in the cement-aggregate contact zone, Figure 2 
Aggregate interlock theory in the case of an inclined crack opening: an overview
The crack faces contain aggregate particles which partly protrude from the cement matrix. The question that shall be treated in a first step is how many aggregate sphere caps can be expected to be found in a unit area of a crack face. For this purpose some probabilistic aspects need to be considered. The answer can be formulated as a probability density function for the two-dimensional case: Eq. (7) indicates the number of intersection circles with a diameter d 02 which can be expected to be intersected by a horizontal unit length. 
In a second step the geometry and the stresses of the contact zone of an intersection circle with a diameter d 02 will be studied, Figure 2 
Parameters
In order to evaluate the theoretical aggregate interlock model a set of parameters must be defined. The aggregate ratio, ρ a , and the maximum aggregate size, d max , are geometrical parameters that describe the architecture of the concrete structure. In the vicinity of the concrete surface large aggregate particles are missing, therefore the depth of the crack plane, t, is of major significance. In the present considerations the concrete strength parameters f ct , f cτ , f cc , σ mu and τ mu are related to the concrete cylinder compressive strength, f c , according to Eq. (13), (5) and (6) . Finally, the crack opening vector, α, is used to characterize the inclination of the crack face displacement. 
Stress-slip relationship: theoretically derived and idealized curve
The considerations that were presented before can be combined in order to obtain the stress-slip relationship in Figure 3 (a). The parameters correspond to the average results from numerous experiments and can be considered as "reasonable" values, not as fixed constants. In order to use the stress-slip relationship for theoretical investigations the curves in Figure 3 (a) must be simplified. A good approximation can be achieved with the bilinear stress-slip relationship in Figure 3(b) . The characteristic parameters of the hardening branch, τ l0 and s l0 , can be derived from the case "bond at low load", Eq. (14) and (15). The parameter of the softening branch, s l1 , was calibrated according to experimental results, Eq. (16), Figure 5 .
SIGNIFICANCE
Theory
In Figure 4 (a) a differential element of a tension chord reinforced with CFRP plates on two opposite faces is given. When concrete and plate display linear behaviour according to Figure 4(b) , equilibrium and compatibility requirements result in the differential Eq. (17) 4 . The function τ l (s l ) represents an arbitrary stress-slip relationship, Figure 4 (c). It can be replaced by the bilinear stress-strain relationship in Figure 3 (b) and the differential equation can be transformed into Eq. (18) and (19) which correspond to mathematical models for the hardening branch (index I) and the softening branch (index II), respectively. The integration of these equations provides the general solutions, Eq. (20) and (21). In the case of a particular bond problem the boundary conditions can be formulated in order to determine the coefficients A, B, C and D. With further calculations the stresses and strains can be derived easily.
Anchorage capacity formulas
In Figure 4 (d) a model of an anchorage situation is displayed. For practical dimensioning tasks it is important to know the capacity of such a detail. The basics that were given above can be applied to find very useful formulas. The admissible simplification according to Eq. (22) enables one to find the most efficient bond length, l b0 , Eq. (23). When the length of the bond zone is shorter, Eq. (24) indicates the bond capacity, F b . When it is longer, the capacity remains constant according to Eq. (25), i.e. any lengthening beyond l b0 will bring no benefit. The specific bond fracture energy, G Fb , corresponds to the area underneath the bilinear stress-slip curve and can be determined according to Eq. (26). 
Comparison with experiments
In Figure 5 a comparison between theory (according to Eq. (23)…(25)) and experimental bond capacity results is given. For this purpose tests by several authors were considered 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 . In all cases a set up similar to that in Figure 4 (d) was used. In general a good agreement between theory and experiment can be observed.
Further potential
The derivation of anchorage capacity formulas represents one possible application of the bilinear stress-slip bond model. It can also be used for the examination of tension chords with mixed reinforcement: internal steel bars and external CFRP plates. The analysis provides crack distances, stresses and strains and bond coefficients. Hence, a variety of applications is possible. 
CONCLUSIONS
With mechanical bond analysis it is possible to derive the shape of the stress-slip relationship: a hardening branch turns into a softening branch when a crack occurs that weakens the bond structure.
A simple but appropriate idealization of the bond behaviour can be obtained with the bilinear stress-slip relationship.
The bilinear stress-slip relationship can be used for the mathematical investigation of various bond situations and therefore represents a powerful analysis tool.
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